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Expansion at a recently identified unstable
trinucleotide repeat on chromosome 13q21
has been reported as the molecular cause
for spinocerebellar ataxia type 8 (SCA8).
The trinucleotide repeat, which consists of a
[CTA]n repeat and adjacent [CTG]n repeat,
was reported to have a pathogenic range of
107–127 CTG repeats (or 110–130 combined
CTA and CTG repeats) in a large ataxia kin-
dred. This repeat region was also cloned by
our group from a bipolar affective disorder
(BPAD) patient, who has approximately 600
combined repeats, and large alleles (>100 re-
peats) were reported to be present in 0.7% of
controls and 1.5% of major psychosis pa-
tients (n = 710 and n = 1,120, respectively).
We have followed up these findings by
screening three new samples of BPAD and
schizophrenia (SCZ) patients and controls,
including 272 individuals from 14 BPAD
families from Sweden, 130 individuals from
32 SCZ and BPAD families/trios from the
Azores Islands, and 206 SCZ individuals
from the United Kingdom and Ireland, and
219 matched controls. We found large repeat
alleles above the SCA8 pathogenic range in
individuals from 3 of 32 Azorean pedigrees
and in 1 of 206 SCZ individuals from the

United Kingdom, and repeat alleles within
the SCA8 pathogenic range in 1 of 14 Swed-
ish families. Although the rarity of major
psychosis patients carrying the SCA8 ex-
pansion mutation would require a much
larger sample size to reach statistical sig-
nificance, these results support the previ-
ously reported observation of increased oc-
currence of large repeats at SCA8 in major
psychosis. Am. J. Med. Genet. (Neuropsychi-
atr. Genet.) 96:873–876, 2000.
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INTRODUCTION

A large CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeat, identified by
using the repeat expansion detection technique (RED)
[Schalling et al., 1993] was cloned from an affected in-
dividual of a family segregating a form of autosomal
dominant spinocerebellar ataxia termed SCA8 [Koob et
al., 1999]. This repeat, consisting of [CTA]n[CTG]n, was
mapped to chromosome 13q21 and is believed to be at
the 38 end of a gene, SCA8, which is expressed at low
levels in cerebellum and for which no open reading
frame has been identified, and for which 99% of the
population has repeats totalling 16–37 in length [Koob
et al., 1999]. There are several reasons to believe that
this gene is the cause of SCA8: i) expanded repeats
occur in a large ataxia kindred [Koob et al., 1999], with
110–130 combined repeats (107–127 CTG repeats) co-
segregating with disease; ii) linkage analysis of this
repeat locus produces a maximum Lod score of 6.8; iii)
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis detected
large repeat alleles at SCA8 in 7 of 102 families with
undefined hereditary ataxias [Koob et al., 1999]. How-
ever, we have observed that large trinucleotide repeat
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alleles at SCA8 (38–1,300 combined repeats, including
some within the narrow pathogenic range of 110–130
combined repeats), occur relatively frequently in indi-
viduals who are not only unaffected with ataxia but
also have no family history of the disease.

This repeat region was also independently cloned
from a bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) individual
with a very large CAG/CTG RED product [Vincent et
al., 1998, 2000a]. Southern hybridization revealed the
presence of approximately 600 combined repeats for
this individual. The flanking sequence (GenBank
AF087653) showed sequence and localization identity
with the Koob et al. [1999] SCA8 sequence (GenBank
AF126748). Screening of 1,120 unrelated patients af-
fected with either schizophrenia (SCZ), BPAD, schi-
zoaffective disorder, childhood onset psychosis, or
childhood onset depression (screened for absence of
major medical or neurological illness) and 710 unre-
lated unaffected controls (screened for absence of major
psychiatric illness) by using PCR and genomic South-
ern hybridization (for very large repeat alleles that fail
to amplify by PCR) showed that large alleles in and
above the suggested pathogenic range at SCA8 are, in
fact, common in the general population [Vincent et al.,
2000a]. Allele sizes ranging from 45 to 1,300 combined
repeats were present in 1.1% of controls and 2.1% in
the psychiatric disorders group. Four individuals (1
control and 3 from the psychiatric group) had repeats
within the pathogenic range reported for SCA8 of 110–
130 combined repeats. Similar findings have now been
reported by several other groups [Stevanin et al., 2000;
Worth et al., 2000]. Stevanin et al. [2000] reported 3 of
188 healthy controls with combined repeat sizes of 107,
111, and 123 repeats and an ataxia kindred in which
expansion and disease did not cosegregate. Worth et al.
[2000] detected alleles with 100, 101, 103, 133, and 174
combined repeats in 653 non-ataxia control individu-
als. These studies give the rate of occurrence of large
alleles in control individuals as 1.6% and 0.77%, re-
spectively. Although these figures may underestimate
the frequency of large alleles because apparent homo-
zygotes were not checked by using more reliable meth-
ods for detecting very large alleles, they compare well
with the rates observed by our group [Vincent et al.,
2000a].

This work has now been followed up in three inde-
pendent studies: i) 206 UK and Irish Caucasian unre-
lated SCZ individuals, including 157 individuals from
multiplex SCZ families and 219 group-matched control
individuals from the United Kingdom; ii) Fourteen
Swedish Caucasian families ascertained for BPAD,
unipolar affective disorder (UPAD), or other major psy-
chiatric disorders; iii) 11 Caucasian multiplex families
or affected relative pairs and 21 proband/parent trios
originating from the Azores Islands and segregating for
either SCZ or BPAD were ascertained, and repeat al-
leles at SCA8 were examined. Local ethical committee
approval was obtained, and blood was drawn after ob-
taining informed written consent from each individual.

In the UK/Irish study SCA8 alleles with 79, 88, and
150 repeats were present among the SCZ individuals,
and a single large allele of 80 repeats alleles was pre-
sent in the controls. In the Swedish study, DNA

samples from 272 family members were available.
Genotyping at SCA8 was performed for 87 affected in-
dividuals (22 BPAD, 43 UPAD, and 22 other psychiat-
ric disorders), including 4 spouses (1 BPAD, 2 UPAD,
and 1 other psychiatric disorder) and 185 healthy
members involving 39 spouses and 146 first- and sec-
ond-degree relatives. Altogether, 23 individuals, in-
cluding 11 affected (1 BPAD, 7 UPAD, and 3 others)
and 12 unaffected, had medium size alleles ranging
from 70 to 100 combined repeats. In one family from
the Swedish study, two affected children, one with
BPAD and the other with UPAD, both carrying 125
combined repeats (age at interview (AAI): 42 and 44
years, respectively), inherited the expanded alleles
from their currently healthy father (AAI: 67 years),
also with a 125 repeat allele. These three individuals
were carefully reexamined by experienced psychia-
trists. Clinical symptoms similar to those of spinocer-
ebellar ataxia or any other movement disorder were
not found in any individuals. Three of the 11 families
and 21 trios (with 130 family members) from the
Azores Islands have members with large alleles with
>100 repeats. In two of the families, individuals are
either unaffected (n 4 8), diagnosis unknown (n 4 4),
affected by schizophrenia (n 4 3), schizotypal person-
ality disorder (STPD; n 4 1) or schizoaffective disorder
(SAD; n 4 1). Four of the five affected individuals have
large repeat alleles. Two of the three schizophrenia in-
dividuals had alleles with ∼170 and ∼450 combined re-
peats, the SAD individual had ∼170 repeats, and the
STPD individual had ∼400 repeats. None of the unaf-
fected individuals had large repeat alleles, although
the father of the ∼170 repeat schizophrenia individual
had ∼640 repeats, but he was not interviewed and di-
agnosis remains unknown. The third family has two
BPAD individuals, two unipolar depression (UPD) in-
dividuals, and one unaffected individual. Both BPAD
individuals have large repeat alleles (∼104 and ∼200
repeats), but neither the UPD subjects nor the unaf-
fected individuals have large repeat alleles. No other
neurological symptoms were observed in any of the
families.

If only one large allele (>109 combined repeats) in-
dividual per family is included, this puts the frequency
of major psychosis individuals with “expansion” alleles
among the combined Swedish and Azorean samples at
8.7%, and among the entire group (n 4 1,372, includ-
ing the sample from Vincent et al., 2000) at 1.1%, and
among controls at 0.43% (n 4 929). For large alleles
between 38 and 109 combined repeats, the frequency
for affected individuals is 1.5% (n 4 1,372) and 0.97%
for control individuals (n 4 929). Results are summa-
rized in Table I. Comparison of frequencies of affected
and unaffected individuals with large repeats, either
>45 combined repeats or >109 combined repeats, shows
no significant differences in the Vincent et al. [2000a]
sample (x2 4 2.0, P 4 0.16; x2 4 0.094, P 4 0.76,
respectively), or in the Cardiff sample (x2 4 0.31, P 4
0.58; x2 4 0, P 4 1, respectively), or in the combined
Vincent et al. and Cardiff samples (x2 4 3.2, P 4 0.074;
x2 4 0.47, P 4 0.49, respectively). However, as we
have stated previously, because of the relatively low
frequency of the large alleles, a number in excess of
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10,000 would be necessary to detect an effect (odds ra-
tio ∼1.8) at an 80% power level [Vincent et al., 2000a].
No analysis was performed for pooled data from the
Swedish and Azorean family samples, because the
much higher frequencies for large repeat alleles among
these samples indicate that they are from genetically
distinct populations.

There are two main issues raised by these studies:
the involvement of the large SCA8 repeats in spinocer-
ebellar ataxia and the contribution of large SCA8 re-
peats in major psychosis. Given the relatively high fre-
quency of large repeats (45–1,300) at SCA8, it seems
likely that long repeat tracts alone are insufficient to
precipitate spinocerebellar ataxia, even within the nar-
row pathogenic range of 110–130 combined repeats
[Koob et al., 1999], and another mutation or allelic
variant at this locus is required for SCA8 pathogenic-
ity. It is noteworthy that the pathogenic range for
SCA8 of 107–127 CTG repeats or 110–130 combined
repeats implies that only 3 CTA repeats were present
in these alleles. All 6 non-expanded, non-ataxia alleles
sequenced in our previous study [Vincent et al., 2000a]
possessed either 8 or 9 CTA repeats, as do BAC clone
sequences (GenBank AC013772; AC013803) spanning
SCA8. We identified a third BAC clone, H_NH0121J06
(AL160391), containing the SCA8 locus [Vincent et al.,
2000a], which has 10 CTA repeats. Sequence analysis
of the very large repeats is extremely difficult because
of the secondary structure; however, in four large non-
ataxia SCA8 alleles, the CTA lengths were 7, 8, 9, and
17 repeats, with respective CTG repeats stretches of
105, 120, 103, and 85 (the latter being the cloned re-
peat, l7a, truncated from ∼600 combined repeats). The
repeat interrupts observed between the CTA and CTG
repeats by Koob et al. [1999] (AF126748; AF126749)
were also not present in any of our sequenced alleles,
nor in 1,120 affected individuals and 710 controls (as
determined by allele-specific oligonucleotide hybridiza-
tion at the CTA-CTG repeat junction) [Vincent et al.,

2000a], nor in the three BAC clone sequences in the
GenBank database (see above). It is apparent that the
association between expansion mutation at SCA8 and
spinocerebellar ataxia is not straightforward. We pro-
pose that CTA length and/or repeat interrupts may be
crucial in distinguishing pathogenic and nonpatho-
genic alleles. Another possibility is that the expanded
alleles with interrupts maybe in linkage disequilib-
rium with another mutation, either at SCA8, or at the
overlapping sense-strand gene termed Kelch-like
(KLHL1) [Nemes et al., 2000], or at another nearby
gene. Alternatively, epigenetic factors may play an im-
portant role in discriminating pathogenic and non-
pathogenic alleles. Until this second etiologic factor at
SCA8 is delineated, diagnostic analysis at this locus
would be inappropriate.

The relatively high co-occurrence of large alleles and
psychosis observed in this and our previous study sug-
gests that this may be a susceptibility locus. Further
analysis is warranted, however, because the large al-
leles are relatively scarce; extensive screening of major
psychosis patients will be required to establish suffi-
cient sample numbers for segregation and relative risk
analysis. Psychosis is frequently a feature of a number
of neurodegenerative disorders, most notably Hunting-
ton’s disease, but is almost exclusively present along-
side rather than separate from the neurodegenerative
symptoms [see Vincent et al., 2000b, for review]. It is
conceivable that allelic variants of the expansion mu-
tation at the SCA8 locus could predispose ataxia and
major psychosis exclusive of each other, possibly oper-
ating through different molecular mechanisms and/or
affecting different regions of the brain.

The possible involvement of a noncoding gene as a
susceptibility factor for major psychosis that may func-
tion at the RNA level through regulation of a coding
gene on the opposite strand adds a further level of com-
plexity to an already deeply complex etiological puzzle.
A similar story may be emerging at a locus on chromo-

TABLE I. Numbers of Large Repeat Alleles (Above the 99th Centile in the Normal Population) for Major Psychosis Patients
and Controls*

No. of
individuals

screened

No. of individuals with
large alleles below
pathogenic range
(45–109 repeats)

No. of individuals with
large alleles within
pathogenic range
(110–130 repeats)

No. of individuals with
large alleles above
pathogenic range

(131–1,300 repeats)

Vincent et al. [2000a], unrelated Affected: 1,120 13 3 7
Unaffected: 710 4 1 3

Cardiff (UK) unrelated individuals Affected: 206 2 0 1
Unaffected: 219 1 0 0

Swedish families (n 4 14) Affected: 87 11 2a 0
Unaffected: 185 12 1a 0

Azores Islands families, affected
relative pairs (n 4 11) and trios
(n 4 21) Affected: 46 1 0 5b

Unaffected/not
interviewed: 84 0 0 1b

Total 2,657 44 7 17

*Values are within, above, and below the pathogenic range of SCA8 [as defined by Koob et al., 1999] in the previous study by Vincent et al. [2000a] and
in three new studies. Ascertainment and diagnostic criteria are described elsewhere [Bowen et al., 1998; Lindblad et al., 1998; Pato et al., 2000]. The
number of large repeat alleles in the UK and Swedish studies is likely to be an underestimate, because PCR is unable to amplify large repeats efficiently,
and Southern hybridization was not used to confirm the apparent homozygotes detected by PCR. Combined CTA and CTG repeat lengths are given. One
of 14 Swedish families and 3 of 32 Azorean families/trios segregate large repeat alleles within or above the pathogenic range for SCA8.
aMembers of the same family.
bMembers of two families and one trio.
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some 1q42.1, where a translocation that cosegregates
with SCZ in a pedigree disrupts a two-gene system,
with a coding gene (DISC1) on the sense strand and a
noncoding gene (DISC2) on the antisense strand [Mil-
lar et al., 2000]. Although the possible involvement of
either SCA8/KLHL1 or DISC1/DISC2 loci in SCZ and
BPAD may represent only a small minority of cases,
these findings may have implications for the search for
other susceptibility loci for major psychosis and for
other complex genetic disorders.
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